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Vision Gap 
$37,064 

Vision 
Received 

$173,000 
$ 135,936 

 

Lane Overview 

Our Global Outreach Lane is committed to fulfilling the Great Commission by spreading the Gospel, 

planting churches, and positively impacting the lives of people around the world. We partner with various 

ministries and missions that are specifically chosen for their ability to make a real difference in areas 

affected by poverty and a lack of access to resources. Our goal is to help bring about lasting change and 

transformation in communities worldwide. 

  

79% 
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Vision Projects 

Unreached People Groups 

Converge deploys global missionaries to reach unreached people groups through evangelism, 

discipleship, and church planting. They also provide training and support to local volunteer disciple 

makers, focusing on compassion ministry. With missionaries in regions like Sweden, Poland, the 

Philippines, the Middle East, and Japan, Converge actively spreads the Gospel and offers hope 

worldwide, making a difference in countless lives and communities. 

 

Vision  $96,000 

Funded $80,155 

Vision Gap $45,081 

 

Water is Life Sierra Leone 

For 16 years, in partnership with the Rotary Clubs of Fishers, Indiana & Freetown, Sierra Leone, and 

World Hope International, we’ve provided clean water access to over 400,000 people in Sierra Leone 

through 159 wells. We strategically place these wells to ensure sustainability and fulfill basic water needs 

for schools and health clinics. Your contribution is multiplied through our long-term support and matching 

grants, with over $1,800,000 raised to date, making a significant impact on the health and hope of Sierra 

Leone’s communities. Join us in this vital mission. 

 

Vision  $15,000  

Funded $10,965 

Vision Gap $  4,035 

 

The Jesus Film Project 

We’re actively sharing the message of Jesus in Sierra Leone through the Jesus Film Project by setting up 

generators, projectors, and speakers. These events draw crowds from far and wide, and we’ve been 

funding them for years. In recent efforts, we reached 25 additional communities, impacting approximately 

6,400 people and leading to 1,617 individuals making decisions for Christ – a remarkable 25% of the 

audience! Pastor Andrew Sara Kargbo is instrumental in this mission, and we’re dedicated to supporting 

him in bringing the Jesus Film to more villages in the coming year. 

 

Vision  $24,000 

Funded $13,765 

Vision Gap $10,235 

 

 

 

Worldwide Disaster Relief 
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With your support, Heartland can respond promptly to global emergency relief needs, demonstrating the 

love of Jesus through tangible actions. We’ve recently aided Ukrainian refugees affected by the Russian 

War, provided assistance to earthquake victims in Turkey in 2023, and sent teams to support our 

missionaries in Poland, gaining valuable insights for ongoing crisis assistance. Our commitment to 

making a positive impact and showing Jesus’ love to those in need remains unwavering. 

 

Vision  $20,000 

Funded $17,898 

Vision Gap $  2,102 

 

Cry of India/ Calcutta Mercy 

Cry of India is on a mission to transform the lives of vulnerable children in India, addressing issues such 

as malnutrition, abuse, and limited access to education. With a strong focus on education, nutrition, 

healthcare, and spiritual development, they aim to make a difference in the lives of countless children 

facing adversity in India. Through the support of generous sponsors, Cry of India provides hope and 

opportunities to children who would otherwise be left behind. 

 

Vision  $10,000 

Funded $ 7,306 

Vision Gap $ 2,694 

 

Fellowship of Israel Related Ministries 

Fellowship of Israel Related Ministries Based in Jerusalem, and born out of King of Kings Church and 

Pastor Wanye Hilsden passion for Israel, FIRM is a global family of believers empowering local ministries 

to transform lives in Israel with the love of Yeshua. They serve a network of 60+ ministries and 

congregations in Israel that share a passion for reaching people with the Gospel and are offering help 

during this current crisis. 

 
Vision  $8,000                                                                                                                                               

Funded   $5,847                                                                                                                                                        

Vision Gap $2,153 
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Connection Opportunities 

Go on a Missions, Vision, or Education Trip. Join us on short-term mission trips to help make a difference 

as we share in what God is doing around the world. Every day, Heartland Church and our partners are 

planting a church, feeding the homeless, serving someone in need, and spreading the gospel to 

unreached people. Several trips are already planned, with more to come. To learn more, go to 

heartlandchurch.com or email Tom Branum, Jr. at legacy@heartlandchurch.com. 

 

Prayer 

• Pray for open hearts among the lost, especially new believers, to boldly share the Gospel. 

• Pray for missionaries, church pastors, and their teams in challenging and dangerous areas, asking for 

favor and protection. 

• Pray that God will raise leaders for the Hui unreached people group in China and that Psalm 91 will be a 

source of strength for the underground church leaders. 

• Pray for the persecuted church to feel God’s presence, connect with the broader Christian community, 

extend forgiveness and love to their persecutors, find renewal in God’s Word, and deepen their faith. 

• Pray for the full funding of mission initiatives and the raising up of leaders for the harvest. 

mailto:legacy@heartlandchurch.com

